
IC LCD and Inspection Microscopes 

OPTIPHOT 



The proven standard in LCD I 

W hen it comes to precision inspection of IC wafers and liquid crystal displays, there's a reliable standard to look 
up to. The Nikon OPTIPHOT 300. Ergonomically designed, Nikon's precision instrument is a joy to operate 

and is destined to play an important role in today's high-tech industries. Everything is designed for the operator's 
maximum comfort - from the extended tilting eyepiece tubes to the positioning of the focusing knobs and stage 
movement controls. Incorporating CF Objectives and a built-in Epi-illuminator, the OPTIPHOT 300 realizes crisp 
images with superior contrast even at high magnifications. Frequently performed functions such as focusing, stage 
movement, nosepiece rotation, episcopic polarizer rotation, episcoplc aperture diaphragm stop, EpUDia-illumination 
selection and light intensity control can be done below the stage via a remote keypad, minimizing operator-generated 
contamination, We are confident that you, too, will agree that the Nikon OPTlPHOT 300 is the established standard for 
all precision inspection tasks. 
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ERGONOMIC DESIGN 

Tlting eyepiece tubes extend 
beyond the stage, enabling easier, 
more comfortable specimen 
obsewation; there's no need for the 
operator to indine his or her neck 
repeatedly. 
As the operator grasps the stage 
handle, an electric clutch is 
released and coarse stage 

movement can be performed. With nosepiece rotation, Ept-aperture 
the handle located at the right side diaphragm stop, Epl-polarlzer 
in front, operation is virtually rotation, light intensity control and 
hands-free even when the stage is Epi-IDia-illumination selection can 
moved to extreme positions. be performed through the remote 
Focusing knobs are located in front, keypad. This makes for greater 
just below the stage, for operating convenience, 
easier operation. 
All frequent operations such as 

I 

Frequent operations can be the microscope from contamination. nosepiece rotation. 
performed below the stage. This The motor for the newly developed The stage is protected by an 

I 

prevents operator-generated motorized nosepiece is positioned anti-static paint that virtually does 
contamination from falling onto the in the center of the nosepiem and away with dust accumulation and 

I 
specimen. is covered for protection against prevents ICLCD circuit damage. 
Breath shield protects the front of particle generation during 
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